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ABSTRACT
An experiment was designed to investigate the
influence of varied instructional sets upon the
magnitude of conditioned autonomic activity in human
subjects. The experiment, a modification of the
Chatterjee and Eriksen (1962) study, was designed to
permit manipulation of the subject's awareness of relevant
conditioning contingencies through the manipulation of
instructional parameters. This procedure enabled the
experimenter to investigate the relationships between
awareness and autonomic conditioning.
The hypotheses to be tested were: 1,) That
conditioning of autonomic responses in adult human
subjects is contingent upon their ability to correctly
verbalize the relevant stimulus relationships. 2,) That
conditioned heart rate and digital vasoconstriction will
extinguish more rapidly under conditions of anxietylessening Instructions than under noninstruction.
3,) That the conditioned vasomotor response will
generalize along the stimulus dimension of semantic
relatedness.
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Conditioning of heart rate acceleration and
digital vasoconstriction was established by pairing a
painful electric shock with visual presentation of the
conditioned stimulus. The stimuli consisted of the
conditioned stimulus (boat) and eleven other words;
subjects were required to free associate for eight and
one-half seconds following the presentation of each word.
Forty-four subjects were assigned to one of four
groups (eleven subjects each); their cognitive expectancies
manipulated by means of different instructions given prior
to conditioning. Subjects in Groups I, II, and IV were
found, on the basis of a post experimental interview, to
have been aware of the actual conditioning sequence, i.e.,
boat - shock; whereas not one subject in Group III was
rated as being aware of this relationship. Conditioned
heart rate and digital vasoconstriction were found to
occur only in those subjects rated as "aware". The
conditioned responses extinguished more rapidly under
conditions of noninstruction. Conditioned digital
vasoconstriction did not generalize along the stimulus
dimension of semantic relatedness*
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INTRODUCTION
CLASSICAL CONDITIONING AND AWARENESS
Currant interest in the relationship between
behavior and awareness originates, in part, from a
desire on the part of many psychologists to experimentally
investigate the psychoanalytic concepts of conscious and
unconscious.

Indeed the concept of the unconscious plays

such an important role in most modern theories of
personality that it is used to account for such varied
phenomena as the formation of neurotic symptoms or, the
unconscious discrimination of threat which activates the
various defense mechanisms.

In 1937» Dlven published one of the most frequently
cited experiments purporting to demonstrate unconscious
conditioning and generalization of autonomic activity. The
design of this experiment has served as a model for a
number of ensuing investigations of unconscious condition
ing, or conditioning without awareness. Diven required his
subjects (Ss) to free associate to each of a list of
stimulus words in which the word barn occurred six times*
A shock was administered, after twelve seconds of free
association, following each presentation of this word;
1

2
no other words in the list were followed by shock*

Results

indicated that Ss gave significantly greater galvanic skin
responses (GSR) to the word barn than a control group of Ss
who had not been shocked, despite the fact that they were
unable to state the relationship between barn and shock.
Furthermore, these "unaware" Ss evidenced a semantic
generalization effect of the conditioned GSR to other
rural words.

Haggard (191^3) using a design similar to that

of Diven, obtained comparable results.

The results of

these experiments have frequently been cited by personality
theorists and have played an important role in recent
theorizing about psychodynamics, e.g., White (19^8) in
his theory of anxiety and the neuroses.
Lacey and Smith (195^) have indicated certain
methodological defects in Dlven's experiment which resulted
in his confounding the effects of autonomic conditioning to
neutral words with autonomic disturbances due to shock.
The authors utilized an improved experimental design in
which one group of Ss was shocked following free associa
tion to the word cow, while Ss in the second group were
shocked following their associations to the word paper.
Heart rate replaced the GSR as the conditioned response
studied, and heart rate changes occurring during free
association were analyzed rather than the responses
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following the stop signal, as recorded by Diven and
Haggard. Results indicated that both groups of Ss
evidenced conditioned heart rate activity without aware
ness* and furthermore appeared to generalize the
conditioned response to other rural words more than did
the aware Ss.
Despite the important improvements in design
represented in the Lacey and Smith study, Eriksen (1958)
has indicated a number of important criticisms of this
study.

Essentially these criticisms are related to the

authors1 method of computing conditioning by subtracting
each S's heart rate scores to the word paper from their
responses to the word cow.

Eriksen maintains that to

demonstrate heart rate conditioning without awareness one
must show that greater conditioning occurs to the shock
word than to the rest of the words to which an uncertain
relationship with shock is verbalized.

Chatterjee and Eriksen (i960) replicated the Lacey
and Smith study using the GSR as the response criterion
rather than heart rate. The authors attempted a more
extensive and careful Investigation of the S's verbalizable
expectancies concerning the relationship of shock to each
stimulus word. Results indicated that with more detailed
questioning, the Ss reported varying degrees of awareness

of the word shock contingency, and this awareness was
sufficient to account for the conditioning and- generaliza
tion of the GSR, Thus, this Investigation contradicts
earlier findings, and demonstrates the Importance of
cognitive variables In modulating autonomic conditionings
THE RELATIONSHIP OP SUBJECT EXPECTANCY TO AUTONOMIC
661toMoKHto Alto eXMcTOIT
A different, and perhaps more promising approach to
the question of conditioning without awareness is presented
by those studies utilizing a design in which instructional
parameters are manipulated so that S's awareness of the
relevant conditioned stimulus (CS) - unconditioned stimulus
(UCS) sequence is consistent within experimental groups.
Notterman, Schoenfeld, and Bersh (1952) published one such
study in which they attempted to control variability of
cognitive expectancy within groups by varying the content
of the instructions presented. The authors found the
conditioned heart rate response to extinguish very rapidly
in those Ss who were informed that there would be no
further shock; whereas, those Ss who were not informed of
shock cessation evidenced a gradual extinction curve,
A recent investigation by Silverman (i960)
indicates that the manipulation of conditioned autonomic
responses, through instructional set, is more complex than
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anticipated.

He found that a group of Ss conditioned under

a six second CS-UCS interval and then informed of shock
cessation showed the same decrement in magnitude of GSR
during extinction as a noninstructed group; however, a
group conditioned under a five second interval was found to
extinguish more rapidly when informed of shock termination.
The variance of these results with those obtained from
groups using a shorter CS-TJCS interval led Silverman to
postulate that long delay conditioning results in the
development of an anxiety response which is not affected by
"no more shock" instructions.

Grings and Lockhart (1963)

attempted to investigate the effects of anxiety-reducing
instructions on extinction of the GSR in long delay condi
tioning.

The authors found that: a) ®ie GSR extinguished

more rapidly and to a greater extent under conditions of
anxiety-lessening instructions than under conditions of
noninstruetion.

b) The instruction effect was independent

of the number of reinforcements and UCS intensity.
c) There was no differential effect as a function of CS-UCS
intervals.

Thus, the studies reviewed above clearly

demonstrate the effects of anxiety-reducing instructions
upon the extinction of a conditioned autonomic response.
Directly related to the above research, a number of
investigators have reported that conditioning like
modification of autonomic behavior results from verbal
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instructions as to expected CS-UCS occurrence.

Cook and

Harris in a classic study of this question concluded that:
Conditioning of the galvanic skin response in the
human adult differs from the customary conditioning
procedure in that • . • a) this response is
established by means of a process of verbal con
ditioning, and b) it is therefore not established
as a result of a series of paired inadequateadequate stimuli combinations (1937* P* 209)*
In a similar investigation Mowrer utilized a buzzer signal
to indicate to the S when the CS would be followed by
shock end when it would not be. He found that the
conditioned GSR could be either suddenly extinguished or
suddenly dlslnhibited, merely by pairing the buzzer with
the CS. Mowrer concludes: "Apparent conditioned responses
can be suddenly established and equally suddenly abolished
in human beings merely by controlling the subject's state
of expectancy or preparatory set" (1938, p.88). Branca
employed a structured interview to relate his S's expecta
tions of shock to the frequency and occurrence of the
conditioned GSR. He concluded that:
Expectation of shook as a painful or fearful
experience was necessary and sufficient to
produce responses to the experimental and
generalization stimuli in this experiment and
such expectancy was the result of awareness
of the existing relationships between the
experimental stimuli and experience with the
unconditioned stimulus (1957, p» 51j.9)*
In another study of "verbal set" in autonomic
conditioning Grings and Zeiner (1965) presented four
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verbal stimuli ("no shock," "weak shock," "medium shock,"
and "strong shock") to all Ss. This was followed by a
series of experiences with actual shock, ranging from
weak to strong, but not verbally cued. Following this
procedure, the verbal cues were again presented and the
GSR recorded. Finally a series of conditioning trials
was given in which each verbal cue was paired with the
shock strength implied.

Results indicated that simple

experience with shock provided differential response to
the various verbal cues, differing only in magnitude
from those occurring after paired conditioning.
One important implication of the studies reviewed
in this section is that a series of CS-UCS pairings is not
necessary for the apparent conditioning or extinction of
an autonomic response*

It appears that an instructional

set or awareness of stimulus relationships may function
to bring about the same result as repeated CS-UCS
pairings. This in turn implies that some verbal-perceptual
process may be an important aspect of most investigations
of classical conditioning in human Ss. This appears to
be a fundamental assumption of those who maintain that
the S must be aware of the CS-UCS relation for autonomic
conditioning to occur.
Indeed a number of authors have reviewed the
current literature on the topic of learning without
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awareness. Adams, after an extensive review, concludes
that:
Contrary to a widespread conviction among
psychologists, the only type of behavior
without awareness which can be easily re
produced on the basis of published reports
Is the classical type, In which the subject
knows what he is supposed to be discriminating,
but does not know that he is discriminating,
because of the absence of the usual sensory
experiences to which he is accustomed under
the given type of stimulation (195>7» p.402).

Erlksen (i960) also summarized and examined the
experimental literature on discrimination and learning

without awareness, and concluded that there is no
convincing evidence of such unconscious activity. In
a related area Spielberger (1961) has reviewed operant
studies of verbal conditioning, and concluded that there
is no clear cut evidence of conditioning without awareness.
A number of investigators have sought to further
study this question by invoking different levels of
awareness in.Ss through the manipulation of Instructional
parameters; and in this manner determine the relationship
between learning and awareness.

Chatterjee and Erlksen (1962) attempted to
investigate the role of awareness in autonomic conditioning
by studying the acquisition and extinction of the
conditioned heart rate response under different conditions
of "cognitive expectancy." The experimenters manipulated
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the expectancies of three groups of Ss by means of
different pre-experimental instructions; and in this
manner observed the effects of differing degrees of
awareness upon autonomic conditioning. The instructions
and UCS presentations were varied so as to gradually
render the task of correctly discriminating the CS-UCS
relation more difficult for each group of Ss, The authors
report finding a high correspondence between heart activity
and verbalizable expectancies. Heart-rate conditioning
was found to occur only in those Ss who could accurately
verbalize the relationship between the CS and UCS.
Furthermore, Ss who were informed of shock cessation at
the beginning of the extinction trials showed an almost
complete loss of the CR without experiencing nonreinforced
presentations of the CS. The experimenters found no
evidence of generalization of the conditioned heart rate
response along the dimensions of meaning and color.
Fuhrer and Baer (1965) investigated their Ss
cognitive activity during differential classical
conditioning of the GSR by both intertrlal reports and
an interview after conditioning. These verbal data were
used to specify the S's degree of accuracy or awareness
of the differential stimulus contingencies. On the basis
of this analysis each S was placed in an "Accurate" or an
"Inaccurate* group. Conditioned differentiation of the
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GSR was found to occur only In the group of Ss who were
able to accurately verbalize the stimulus contingencies.
In a related area, Ekman, Krasner, and Ullmann
(1963) utilizing an operant verbal conditioning paradigm,
attempted to avoid the complications of ascertaining
awareness in a post conditioning interview by providing
various instructional sets for the Ss. One group of Ss
was made explicitly aware of the experimenter's reinforc
ing behavior after operant trials, while another group was
not. Furthermore, within the aware group the situation
was structured as a test of personal problems for one-half
the Ss, and as a measure of empathy for the other half.
Although conditioning was demonstrated only in the aware
Ss; aware Ss for whom the experiment had been structured
as a measure of personal problems showed a decrease in
responsivity under reinforcement, while aware Ss for whom
the experiment had been structured as a measure of empathy
Increased significantly under reinforcement. This study
demonstrates not only the importance of awareness in
verbal learning, but also its interaction with manipulated
S set as to the pleasantness or unpleasantness of the
response being reinforced.
The experimental design utilized by Chatterjee and
Eriksen (1962) appears to represent an effective means of
investigating the relationship between autonomic
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conditioning and awareness. However, the use of heart
rate as the sole index of conditioning, subjects their
results to one possible criticism. For Carney (1956)
has demonstrated that significant changes in heart rate
occur when respiratory activity is experimentally varied,
and that heart rate is part of a larger pattern, including
the respiratory response, which occurs in the standard
conditioning procedure. Thus, investigations of heart
rate conditioning which do not control for respiration
are subject to Smith's (1954) criticism that most
conditioned autonomic responses are in reality artifactual,
their being accompaniments of skeletal responses developed
by the conditioning process*
Recent investigations (Clynes, I960; Huttenlocher
and Westcott, 1957) have demonstrated that heart rate
conditioning does occur independent of skeletal responses,
but the evidence indicates that this response is
particularly susceptible to influence by the skeletal
responses involved In respiration. As Chatterjee and
Eriksen (1962) did not control for respiration, the
interpretation of their results as evidence of autonomic
conditioning is subject to question.

PURPOSE OP THE PRESENT INVESTIGATION
1.) To replicate the Chatterjee and Eriksen study
with two important modifications. First, the autonomic
response measures employed will Include both heart rate
and digital vasomotor activity. The digital vasomotor
response, as measured by the photocell plethysmography
has been demonstrated to be readily condltlonable and has
not been found to vary consistently as a function of
respiratory activity (Gottschalk, 19lj.6; Shmavonian, 1959).
Second, a fourth group of Ss will be added. These Ss will
receive the same instructions as Group II; however, the
number of neutral association stimuli presented in each
trial block will be reduced. It is anticipated that Ss
will vary along a continuum of awareness-unawareness, and
analysis of the data will demonstrate that it Is the
mediation of awareness, rather than the unconscious
association of CS and UCS, which occurs in studies of
autonomic conditioning in normal human Ss. Thus only
those Ss who are able to correctly state the CS-UCS
sequence should evidence conditioning.
2.) To test the hypothesis that extinction of
conditioned digital vasoconstriction and heart rate
12

responses will occur more rapidly under conditions of
anxiety-lessening (no-shock) instructions than with no
instructions.
3.) To test the hypothesis that stimulus
generalisation of conditioned vasoconstriction will
occur along the dimension of semantic relatedness*
ij..) To determine the relationship between heart
rate and digital •asoconstrlotlon as determined by the
conditions described above.

METHOD
SUBJECTS.
The subjects were forty-four students, twentyfour males and twenty females, enrolled in introductory
psychology courses at the University of Arizona. Host
participated in the experiment to fulfill a course
requirement. They had the option, however, of serving
as subjects in other experiments. The remaining
' participants were volunteers from classes that had no
such requirement.

All were informed that the experiment

would involve their receiving some electric shocks
adjusted to individual levels of tolerance. All appeared
interested and cooperated fully during the experimental
procedure.
APPARATUS
THE PHOTOCELL PLETHYSMOGRAPH
The plethysmograph consisted of an International
Rectifier Corporation B2M Selenium photocell attached to
the upper tip of a sprlngsteel GSR finger electrode
apparatus. The bottom of the electrode clip was bolted
to a 1 x 6 x 30 inch board, upon which the S rested his
14

right forearm and hand*

A mold, formed from dental clay

to fit the ring finger, was attached to the board directly
below the photocell. On the opposite side of the board a
small light source (General Electric W-PRlf?) was aimed at
the cell through a ^ inch diameter hole. See Figure 1A.
The S's finger was placed in the mold between the photocell
and the light source. The photocell produced a small
voltage (.6 - *lj. volts) which varied with the amount of
light transmitted through the finger. This in turn was
modified by an increase or decrease of blood flowing
between the light source and the photocell*

Increased

volume resulted in a decrease in voltage output and
decreased volume resulted in an increase In output.
Thus, the photocell plethysmograph records both heart
rate, through blood pulsation, and vasomotor activity.
Voltage changes were amplified and recorded through a
Grass Model 5>B polygraph.
SHOCK APPARATUS
The UCS, shock, was administered to the right calf
through two stainless steel EKG electrodes. The current,
supplied by a six volt dry cell battery, was varied by
means of a Phipps-Blrd inductorium.

Figure 1*
The Photocell Plethysmograph
Location of Subject and Equipment
during the Experiment
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DESIGN OF THE EXPERIMENT
Subjects were assigned to one of four experimental
groups. The groups differed with respect to the amount of
Information imparted, in the pre-conditioning instructions,
as to the details of the conditioning procedure. These
different instructions were designed to lead to different
instructional sets concerning the experiment. Manipulation
of conditioning and Instructional parameters was designed
to render it progressively more difficult for each group
to correctly determine the CS-TJCS sequence.
The experimental stimuli utilized were common
adjectives and nouns, all having a high frequency count
in the Thorndike - Lorge (191(4) table. All stimuli were
visually presented on a ground glass screen by means of a
slide projector, the duration of the exposure being .5
seconds. Subjects were instructed to free associate to
the word stimuli for an interval of 8.5 seconds; at this
point a small light located above the screen flashed on
for 2.5 seconds, signalling the S to stop free associating*
The word stimuli were arranged into seven trial
blocks for the conditioning of Groups I, II, and III*
Each trial block contained the CS boat and eleven other
words randomized within the block; thus, each of the
twelve words was presented seven times during the

conditioning procedure. Twelve common adjectives and
nouns were also selected for the extinction procedure;
these words were different from the words used for
conditioning, except for the word boat which occurred
in both lists. The extinction list contained boat» and
five other semantically related words; the remaining
six were semantically unrelated to boat* These words
were randomized into two trial blocks. The stimulus
words for the conditioning and extinction procedures
are presented in Table I«
Stimuli presented to Group IV were arranged into
ten trial blocks. Each trial block contained eight words
randomized within the block, thus each of the eight words
was presented ten times during the conditioning procedure.
Eight words were also randomly presented in two blocks of
trials during the extinction procedure. The actual order
of presentation of stimuli across trials, for all groups,
is presented in Appendix A*
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Table I.
Stimulus Words Presented

Conditioning Stimulus List

Extinction Stimulus List

Boat

Boat

Child

Sea

Rich

«

Face

Paper

«

Industry

Bird

Ship

House

Sail

Alone

Dress

Blue

Plot

*

Soft

«

Vessel

*

Tree

*

Wave

*

Sky

Nature

Peace

Honey

*

Words Omitted in Group IV.

*
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To establish heart rate and digital vasomotor
conditioning, shock was always presented at the termination
of the free association following the presentation of the
word boat. The duration of the shock was 2«5> seconds, and
coincided with the light signal for the S to stop free
associating. Group I Ss were shocked only to the seven
presentations of the word boat. Groups II, and III were
shocked seven times to boat, and each of the remaining
words were followed by shock only once during the
conditioning session. Group IV Ss were shocked upon each
of the ten presentations of the word boat, and ten times
to the other seven words, thus three of these words were
shocked twice.
Intertrial Intervals were controlled by the
experimenter; they varied between five and twenty-five
seconds and were determined by the variability of the
individual S's digital vasomotor activity. No stimuli
were presented until it appeared that vasomotor activity
remained relatively constant for at least five seconds.
Once vasomotor activity had stabilized, the experimenter
activated a switch which in turn set off three Hunter
timers controlling the conditioning sequence.
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PROCEDURE
Upon introduction to the experimenter, subjects
were seated in a standard classioom desk placed in a
darkened, electrically shielded, sound insulated room.
The desk faced a 6£ x 8 inch milk glass screen, upon
which the stimulus words could be projected from the
rear; individual letters appearing i x 1 inch were
projected on the screen. Ss were informed that shock was
to be an integral part of the experiment. The locations
of the subject, experimenter, and apparatus during the
experiment are presented in Figure IB.
PROCEDURE FOR SETTING OF SHOCK STRENGTH
The experimenter attached the shock
electrodes to the subject*s right calf and
then said, "I'm going to turn the shock on at
a very low level.w At this point a subliminal
shock was administered and the experimenter
asked if the subject had felt it. Upon reply
the experimenter said, "It will be very
slight - I'll gradually increase it and you
tell me when you first feel it.n
The shock was administered for one to
two seconds, each time with increased voltage,
until the subject reported feeling it. The
experimenter questionlngly made a statement to
the effect that the subject had felt no pain.
Then said, "Now I will very gradually increase
the Intensity of the shock. Each time I want
you to tell me whether or not you can go any
higher, until we reach the point that you feel
is the highest you can stand.1* The shock
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setting procedure was the same for all groups.
Shock level was constant throughout the
experiment, with the exception of four subjects
(three requested a decrease in shock intensity
and one an increase).
After shock intensity had been satisfactorily
adjusted the S was requested to place the ring finger of
his right hand into the plethysmography

A thick black

cloth was them placed over the apparatus so as to prevent
any extraneous light from activating the photocell*
Subjects were cautioned against movement of the right arm
and hand.
The following instructions were then read aloud:
We are conducting an experiment on the
free association of words. A common word will
be flashed for one-half second on this screen:
you read that word and continue by saying the
words that come to your mind. Do not try to
make any meaningful sentences, or any sense out
of your free association words, rather give
your mind a free rein. It is best to relax, and
say whatever comes to mind. Remember, continue
saying one word association after another, until
you notice this little light flash for one
second. This is the signal for you to stop.
Then you wait until the next word is flashed on
the screen, and you begin your free association
as before. We will be using only a limited number
of words over and over again. Remember a word
will be flashed on this screen and then you begin
free associating until this light comes on here.
That will complete one trial and then we will
begin the sequence again with another word
flashed on the screen.
Group I Ss were told that shock would
follow each presentation of a particular word,
but no other words would be followed by shock*

The Ss were informed that the shock apparatus
was deactivated at the beginning of the
extinction procedure.
Group II Ss were told that following
the presentation of a particular word in the
list there would always be a shock, and the
remaining words in the list would be followed
by shock only once each. Ss were informed of
shock deactivation at the beginning of the
extinction procedure.
Group III Ss were told that a certain
number of shocks would be administered at
certain points of time during the experiment*
but that these shocks were automatically
programmed and that the Investigator could
not determine when they would occur. All Ss
were informed that they would no longer be
shocked during the extinction period.
Group IV Ss were given the same
instructions as Group II. Subjects were not
informed that they would no longer be shocked
during the extinction trials.
The leads were then connected; the subject was
asked to relax and the polygraph was put into operation*
The experimental session was started with an
adaptation series in which the twelve conditioning words
were presented as many times as necessary to gradually
eliminate any random vasomotor activity to the word
stimuli. The conditioning procedure was then started,
in continuation, so far as the Ss were concerned, with
the adaptation phase.
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EXTINCTION PROCEDURE
Upon completion of the seven blocks of conditioning
trials, Ss in Groups I, II, and III were informed that
there would be no further shocks, however, the freeassociation procedure would continue. An extinction series
of two trials was then presented. In the case of Group IV
the extinction procedure was presented immediately
following the conditioning phase with no break in the
continuity between the two phases.
INQUIRY
After completion of the extinction procedure,
the electrodes were removed and the S was asked to write
the answers to a few questions concerning the experiment.
The following questions were presented:
1. How many times do you think you
got shocked? Please give me your best guess-there is nothing wrong if your guess is not
accurate. We are interested in what you think,
and not what actually happened.
2. Did you know when you were going
to get a shock? In other words, could you
predict that this time you would get a shock,
and this time you might not get a shock? And
how do you think your expectations were borne
out?
3. Can you recall any word or words
presented to you which you think were associated
with shock more frequently than the remaining
words?

ij.. Please try to explain to me what
you think was the scheme or plan behind the
administration of shock to you. We will like
to know what sort of hypothesis you have framed
about this business of shock in relation to the
stimulus words. You are free to guess*
5. Well, let us try another approach.
Let us go over the words one by one, and try to
recall, as best you can, how many shocks you
think followed the presentation of each word.
Maybe you think you got no shock following one
particular word; maybe you think you got one
shock following another word, and maybe you
think you got more than one shock following
another word. Of course this is going to be
your guess; it may be difficult, if not
actually impossible, to recall the exact
number of shocks following each word presented
to you. I will also tell you how many times
each word was presented to you.
6. Prom my record I find that you
actually got a total of 18 shocks. Would you
like to correct any of the previous figures
given by you on this basis?
Subjects were encouraged to write freely and ask
questions about any matter that seemed unclear.

RESULTS
QUANTIFICATION OF THE RECORDS
The minimal latency of a conditioned, digital
vasomotor response to a CS, as measured by the photocell
plethysmography has been established (Shmavonlan, 1958)
as ranging between two and three seconds. Thus In this
experiment, the Interval span during which a pen deflection
was considered a conditioned vasomotor response was defined
as starting at the 2nd. second after onset of the
conditioned stimulus (boat) and ending with shock onset
eight and one-half seconds later. The word association
stimuli were presented only when vasomotor activity was
relatively stable. In the case of the few Ss who seemed
to have hyperactive vascular systems with many "random"
responses, an attempt was made to present the conditioned
stimulus only during a dilating trend. Vasomotor response
amplitude was quantified as the distance In millimeters
from a pre-stimulus baseline to the peak of the pen
deflection occurring during the above defined response
Interval*
As pulse deflections were superimposed upon the
plethysmography records, quantification of heart-rate was
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also possible. Cardiac activity was quantified as heart
rate difference scores obtained by subtracting the period
measured for the four beats immediately proceeding
presentation of the free association stimulus from the
period measured for the four beats immediately following
stimulus presentation.
Groups I, II, and III received twelve stimulus
word presentations during each of the seven conditioning
and two extinction trial blocks; Group IV was presented
with eight stimulus words during each of the ten
conditioning and two extinction trial blocks. In all
groups the conditioned stimulus (boat) was presented
only once during each trial block. Thus, in order to
facilitate statistical analysis, a mean vasomotor response
was calculated from the "neutral" words presented during
each trial block and compared with the response to the
conditioned stimulus. Heart-rate data was treated in a
similar fashion except that the mean response to the
neutral stimuli was determined on the basis of every other
neutral word stimulus presentation.
Each of the eleven Ss in Group I received an
electric shock following the seven conditioning trial
presentations of the word boat; all were able to correctly
state the stimulus-shock relationship. Group II Ss

received seven shocks to the word boat and one shock
following presentation of each of the eleven remaining
words; again all Ss were able to correctly state the CSUCS relation on the post-experimental questionnaire.
Group III Ss received the same stimulus-shock schedule as
Group II, however, none of these Ss were able to correctly
state the boat - shock sequence. Group IV Ss received a
total of nineteen shocks; ten to the word boat and nine to
the remaining seven words*
Subjects were considered to be aware of the CS-UCS
contingency if on the post-conditioning questionnaire they
reported receiving three or more shocks to the word boat,
and reported not more than two shocks to any of the
remaining stimulus words. Mean S ratings of the number of
shocks received to each word are presented in Table II.
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Table II
Subject Ratings of Number of Shocks
Paired with Each Stimulus Word

Words

Group I

Group II

Group III

Group IV
2.00

Rich

.92

1.00

Child

1.00

.70

2.00

1.00

2.00
.30

•

.

OC

.

MC
MC

Blue

.75

2.00
o
OC

Paper

.

kC
OC

True

-

Alone

.1*2

1.00

House

1.00

.60

-

•fc2

1.00

-

6.00

2.00

6.00

Soft

.67

2.00

1.00

Sky-

.92

1.00

1.00

Peace

.67

.50

1.00

Bird
Boat

6.00

1.00

Sample recordings from three Ss are presented In
Figures 2, 3> and Ij..

Figure 2
Group I Subject
A. Vasomotor Activity to First CS Presentation.
B. Vasomotor Activity to Fifth CS Presentation.
C. Vasomotor Activity to CS Presentation During
Second Trial of Extinction Procedure.
(Paper speed six millimeters per second.)
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Figure 3.
Group II Subject
A*

Conditioned Vasomotor Response to Fourth
CS Presentation.

B. Vasomotor Activity to Presentations of
Neutral Stimuli*
(Paper speed six millimeters per second.)
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c.s

C.s

Figure !«.•
Group IV Subject
A. Vasomotor Response to Eighth. CS Presentation.
B. Vasomotor Activity to First Extinction Trial*
(Paper speed six millimeters per second.)
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TESTS OF VASOMOTOR CONDITIONING
Analysis of vasomotor response data Indicated the
following: a) Significant evidence of vasomotor condition
ing was obtained for all Ss in Groups I, II, and IV;
whereas Group III Ss did not evidence conditioning,
b) Conditioned response magnitude increased as a function
of the total number of stimulus presentations. This
effect occurred only in those Ss who were rated to be
aware of the CS-UCS sequence, c) Groups I and II evidenced
rapid extinction of the conditioned vasomotor response
upon being informed of shock cessation. Group IV Ss were
not informed of shock cessation and they did not evidence
extinction of the conditioned response.
Evidence of vasomotor conditioning was evaluated
by a three way analysis of variance (Words x Trials x
Groups) conducted on the responses occurring to the
conditioned and neutral word stimuli. The results of
this analysis are presented in Table III.
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Table III
Analysis of Variance: Vasomotor Conditioning Data

Source

Sum of
Squares

df

Mean
Square

Total

267.03

615

.1*3

-

. 1*8.05

k3

1.12

•

Groups

22.05

3

7.35

Error
Between

26.00

ko

.65

Within
Ss

218.99

572

.38

2.07

***

Trials

5.56

6

.93

5.00

4HH*

Words

62.12

1

62.12

335.22

-JHHfr

T x W

11.16

6

1.86

10.04

W x G

28.15

3

9.38

50.63

-5HS-H-

T x G

9.25

18

.51

2.77

***

W x T x G

6.38

18

.35

1.91

*

96.38

520

.18

Between
Ss

Within
Error

* Significant at .05 level
frit* Significant at .001 level

P

11.31

n n (i

-

-

The results of the analysis of variance presented
in Table III indicate a significant (.001 level)
conditioning effect in the direction of increased
vasoconstriction following presentation of the CS. There
was a significant Group effect (.001 level) and a
significant (.001 level) increase in magnitude of
conditioned vasoconstriction as a function of Trials.
Significant interactions of Trials x Words (.001 level)
Words x Groups (.001 level) Trials x Groups (.001 level)
and Words x Trials x Groups (.05 level) were also noted.
The results of a three way analysis of variance
(Words x Trials x Groups) of vasomotor activity during
the extinction trials are presented in Table IV.
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Table IV

Total

33.1*7

175

.19

-

Between
Ss

6.1*1*

U3

.20

-

Groups

1*.71

3

1.57

Error
Between

3.73

1*0

.09

Within
Ss

25.01*

132

.19

1.20

Trials

.19

1

.19

1.19

Words

2.32

1

2.32

11*.71*

T xW

1

Mean
Square

o

•

df

OC

Sums of
Squares

.

Source

CoO

Analysis of Variance: Vasomotor Extinction Data

P

16.81
-

.51

Wx G

3.31

3

1.13

7.19

T x G

.08

3

.03

.17

W xT x G

.06

3

.02

.12

18.91

120

.16

Within
Error

4hh * Significant at the ,001 level

#**
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Results of the analysis presented in Table IV
indicate a significant (.001 level) difference in
vasomotor activity to the conditioned and neutral word
stimuli during extinction trials. Vasomotor activity
was found to vary significantly (.001 level) as a
function of Groups and a significant (.001 level)
interaction of Words x Groups was indicated*
Several t tests were utilized to test the
difference in vasomotor response amplitude to the
conditioned and neutral stimuli occurring within each
group. A significant conditioning effect was indicated
for Group I (t = i^.12, .01 level), Group II (t = 1+.58*
.01 level)» and Group IV (t » lj.,31, .01 level). Group
III Ss did not evidence vasomotor conditioning (t = 1.00).
Analysis of vasomotor activity during extinction trials
demonstrated a significant (t » l|.*70, .05 level)
conditioning effect in Group IV Ss only*
Duncan's Multiple Range Test was also used to
analyze the vasomotor data. Analysis of the conditioning
data indicated that Groups I, II, and IV evidenced
significantly (.001 level) greater conditioned vaso
constriction than Group III*

Analysis of extinction data

resulted in the demonstration of significant (.001 level)

differences in vasoconstriction between Groups I, II,
III, and Group IV. A significant (.0£ level) difference
between Group I & II and Group III was also indicated*
TESTS OF HEART RATE CONDITIONING
Analysis of heart rate conditioning data indicated
the following: a) Statistically significant conditioned
heart rate acceleration was evidenced by all Ss in Groups
I, II, and IV. However, Group III Ss did not condition.
Thus, only those Ss who were able to correctly state the
CS-TJCS sequence evidenced heart rate conditioning, b) The
conditioned heart rate response extinguished very rapidly
in Groups I and II when Ss were informed of shock cessation
Group IV Ss were not informed of shock cessation and
these Ss did not evidence extinction of the conditioned
response.
Heart rate data was evaluated by a three way
analysis of variance (Words x Trials x Groups) conducted
on the responses occurring to the conditioned and neutral
word stimuli. The results of this analysis are presented
in Table V.
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Table V

Analysis of Variance: Heart-Rate Conditioning Data

Source

Sums of
Squares

df

Mean
Square

Total

519.96

615

.85

-

Between
Ss

91.62

43

2.13

-

Groups

9.57

3

3.19

Error
Between

82.0i|.

40

2.05

Within
Ss

428.34

572

.75

1.11

Trials

7.25

6

1.21

1.79

Words

18.52

1

18.52

27.^7

T xW

5.67

6

.95

1.40

W x G

15.66

3

5.22

7.74

T x G

16.93

18

.94

1.39

W x T x G

13.74

18

•76

1.13

350.57

520

.67

Within
Error

*** Significant at .001 level

P

1.56
m

Analysis of the heart rate data presented in
Table V indicated a significant (*001 level) increase
in cardiac activity following presentation of the CS,
as compared to the effect of the neutral stimuli. A
significant (*001 level) Words x Groups interaction was
also indicated*
A three way analysis of variance (Words x
Trials x Groups) was conducted on the heart rate
extinction data. The results of this analysis are
presented in Table VI*

Table VI

Analysis of Variance: Heart Rate Extinction Data

Source

Sums of
Squares

df

Mean
Square

Total

11*9.09

175

.85

-

Between
Ss

lj-7.6U

1*3

1.11

-

Groups

11.35

3

3.78

1*.17

Error
Between

36.28

ko

.91

Within
Ss

101.l|.6

132

.77

1.19

Trials

.20

1

.20

.31

Words

.62

1

.62

.96

T xW

.25

1

.25

.39

W x G

U-.17

3

1.39

2.15

T x G

U.67

3

1.56

2.1+1

W x T xG

li|..02

3

U.67

7.2I4.

Within
Error

77.51

120

.65

** Significant at the .01 level
Significant at the .001 level

F

-

Results of the analysis of variance presented in
Table IV indicate a significant (.01 level) Group effect,
and a significant (.001 level) Words x Trials x Groups
effect.
The significant effect of the conditioned
stimulus (boat) was further analyzed by means of t tests.
The t tests were utilized to analyze the difference in
heart rate change to the conditioning and neutral stimuli
within each group. A significant increase in heart rate,
following presentation of the CS, was indicated for Group
I (t = 6.1|0, .001 level), Group II (t * 3*92, .01 level)
and Group IV (t = 2•35^ *05 level); Group III Ss did not
condition. Analysis of heart rate extinction data did
not demonstrate any significant results.
Duncan*s Multiple Range Test was applied in order
to determine group differences in heart rate conditioning
and extinction. Results indicated significant differences
in conditioned heart rate acceleration between Groups I
(.01 level), & IV (.05 level) and Group III.

Analysis of

the extinction data indicated that the conditioned cardiac
response extinguished to a greater extent in Group II
(.0^ level) than in Group IV.
Figures £, 6, 7# and 8 present the conditioning
and extinction curves of vasomotor and heart rate activity
of Groups I, II, III, and IV respectively. Group I

acquisition curves illustrated in Figure 5 indicate
conditioning of peripheral vasoconstriction, within three
trials. Cardiac activity is more difficult to interpret
due to accelerated activity to the CS prior to the first
CS-UCS pairing, and the greater unreliability of this
response. The final two trials show very rapid extinction
of both responses following the Ss being informed that
the shock was turned off. The acquisition curves derived
from Group II (Figure 6) data correspond to those described
for Group I, with the exception of an apparently more
gradual acquisition of both conditioned vasomotor and
heart rate activity. Graphical representation of Group
III data (Figure 7) clearly demonstrates that Ss in this
group did not condition to the shock word. Group IV
(Figure 8) acquisition curves indicate a more gradual
conditioning process (l|. - 6 trials) than demonstrated in
Groups I and II. A decrease amplitude of conditioned
vasomotor activity was not demonstrated in this group
where Ss were not informed of shock cessation*

Figure 5*

Group I Conditioning and Extinction Data.
Heart Rate (above)
Vasomotor Response (below)
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Group II Conditioning and Extinction Data*
Heart Rate (above)
Vasomotor Response (below)
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Group III Conditioning and Extinction Data*
Heart Rate (above)
Vasomotor Response (below)
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Group IV Conditioning and Extinction Data*
Heart Rate Tabove)
Vasomotor Response (below)
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These results Indicate a significant increase in
vasomotor activity- to the conditioned stimulus in those
groups where all Ss demonstrated an awareness of the CSUCS contingency; this difference did not occur in Group
III where all Ss were rated as unaware. Similar results
were obtained for heart rate conditioning, where only the
aware Ss in Groups I, II, and IV demonstrated significant
heart rate acceleration to the conditioned, as opposed to
the neutral stimuli. The one significant t obtained from
analysis of the extinction data occurred in the vasomotor
response of Group IV Ss. This group was not informed of
shock cessation prior to initiation of the extinction
trials*
GENERALIZATION OF CONDITIONED VASOCONSTRICTION
Mean vasomotor responses to the word boat, to
words which are semantlcally related to boat, and to
semantlcally unrelated words are presented in Table VII*
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Table VII

Comparison, of Mean Vasomotor Response to the Conditioned
Stimulus (boat)* Semantically Related Words, and
Sementically Unrelated Words for Extinction Trials*

Semantlcally
Semantically
Related
Unrelated
Boat
Words
Words
Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 1 flrlal 2 Trial 1 Trial 2

-l.k

OC.

Group
II

-.2

-.k

Group
III

.7

1.1+

.

o
.

Group
-8.1
IV

-6.1

-.10

-.09

-.05

.21

.04

,0k

.03

.04

.07

-.05

-.15

-.52

o

OG

OC

o

-.6

OC
MC

1

•

Group
I

These figures indicate that generalization of
conditioned vasoconstriction to semantically related
words did not occur in any group*
The mean vasomotor response to the neutral and
conditioned stimuli for male and female Ss are presented
in Table VIII.

Table VIII

Vasomotor Activity: Male and Female Subjects

Conditioned
Stimulus

Neutral
Stimuli

.

6 M -.89

.03

5P

Gr. II

.

8 M -.39

.01

3F

0

H
O
1

Gr. I

.02

Gr. III

1* M -.01

.01

7F

.05

i.
o
H

Neutral
Stimuli

Gr. IV

6 M -.55

i.
o
ro

Conditioned
Stimulus

5P

-.51

.03

-.63
1

OC

That there was no significant difference in
vasomotor activity between male and female Ss9 can
readily be seen from Table VIII•
Pearson-product-moment-correlations were computed
on vasomotor and heart rate activity in order to determine
the relationship between these responses. The results of
these correlations are presented in Table IX.
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Table IX

Correlation of Heart Rate and Vasomotor Activity

Mean Response to
Neutral Stimuli

Conditioned
Response

R

df

J

R

df

i

Gr. I

.10

7

-

.38

7

-

Gr. II

.27

7

-

.68

7

.05

Gr. Ill

.28

7

-

.1*2

7

-

Gr. IV

-.10

10

.63

10

.05

Total

.14

37

37

.01

-

Results of the analyses Indicate significant
(•05 level) correlations between heart rate and vasomotor
activ.lty in Groups II and IV. The total correlation of
these responses for all forty-four Ss was significant at
the .01 level*

W

DISCUSSION
The design utilized in this experiment enabled the
experimenter to vary shock expectancy between the four
experimental groups. This was accomplished by the
presentation of different pre-conditioning instructions
as to shock frequency and occurrence. It was anticipated
that this procedure would provide further information as
to the role of awareness of CS-UCS contingencies in the
conditioning of autonomic activity.
Instructions presented to Group I permitted all
eleven Ss to rapidly discriminate the shock word. This
group evidenced both conditioned heart rate acceleration
and digital vasoconstriction by the second or third trial*
Moreover, Group I Ss evidenced almost immediate extinction
of these conditioned responses upon being informed that
there would be no further shocks. All Group I Ss were
rated as being aware of the CS-UCS relationship on the
basis of their answers to a post-conditioning
questionnaire•
Group II Ss were presented with a somewhat more
difficult discrimination task; in that, in addition to the
seven CS-UCS pairings, each of the eleven neutral words
was followed by shock once during the conditioning
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procedure. Conditioning in these Ss depended upon correct
discrimination of the word which was always followed by
shock from bther words followed by shock in an
unpredictable fashion. This difference in ease of
discrimlnability is reflected in the acquisition of
conditioned responses, for conditioning was more gradual
(3 to 5 trials) in Group II. Again, all Ss were rated as
being aware of the word - shock relation. These Ss were
also informed that there would be no further shocks at
the start of the extinction trials, and as in Group I ,
extinction was almost immediate.
Group III Ss received instructions which apparently
did not exert any systematic influence on their expectation
that shock would follow a particular word stimulus. This
was born out upon analysis of the S's replies to the postconditioning questionnaire, for not one S in Group III was
able to correctly state the relationship between the CS
and UCS, As can be seen in Figure 1|, conditioning did not
occur in this group. In the absence of correct cognitive
discrimination of the shock word, one might expect that
all words would remain equally threatening and that
autonomic activity to all words would parallel that
occurring only to the word boat in the aware groups.
However, this was not the case, for autonomic responses

to all words presented to Group III did not differ from
that occurring only to neutral stimuli In the aware groups*
This may be explained by the fact that most Ss In this
group reported that they thought the shock was related to
the content, sequence, or granmatlcal form of their word
associations rather than to the word stimulus Itself. All
Group III Ss reported that they had entertained such
hypotheses at various times during the experiment; however,
none felt they had correctly determined the actual wordshock relationship by the end of the experiment. This
finding differs from the results of Chatterjee and Erlksen
(1962) where half of Group III Ss were determined to be
aware of the word-shock contingency.
Group IV Ss were presented with a slightly more
difficult discrimination; In that the trial blocks
presented to this group contained fewer neutral words
and consequently random shocks to these words were
separated by a shorter temporal Interval. As In Group
II, conditioning parallelled the correct discrimination
of the CS from the randomly shocked "neutral" word
stimuli. All Ss demonstrated an awareness of the CS-UCS
relation, and this awareness was parallelled by the
acquisition within three to six trials of conditioned
vasoconstriction and heart rate acceleration.

Acquisition
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of the conditioned response was, as hypothesized, more
gradual in Group IV. In addition, vasomotor response
amplitude was less than that found in the other groups.
These Ss were not informed that the shock was to be turned
off at the beginning of the extinction procedure and, as a
result, the conditioned heart rate and vasomotor responses
did not extinguish*

This finding supports the results of

Notterman et al. (1952) where rapid extinction of
conditioned heart rate acceleration was reported in Ss
who were informed that there would be no further shocks,
and a lack of extinction in Ss who were not informed of
shock cessation.
There was no evidence of stimulus generalization,
along a semantic dimension, in any of the four experimental
groups. Chatterjee and Eriksen (1962) also reported the
failure of the conditioned response to generalize along
this dimension. It appears that irrelevant stimulus
characteristics or semantic qualities were not important
aspects of the S's cognitive discrimination of the relevant
word - shock relationship. Why semantic generalization
should be readily attained by Diven (1937)» Lacey and
Smith (l951j-)» and Acker and Edwards (1961j.), and not occur
here, is difficult to explain. It seems likely that
stimulus generalization would be mediated by processes
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represented In awareness; however, if these reports of
autonomic generalization are not artifactual, some complex
cue must be provided by these experimenters in imparting
the instructions, or in conducting the procedure, which
leads the S to adopt a set to respond to a general stimulus
category rather than to only the specific conditioned
stimulus presented.
A THEORETICAL INTERPRETATION
The procedure utilized in this experiment appears,
in some respects, to be assignable to both the categories
of classical and instrumental conditioning. For postexperimental interviews with Group III Ss Indicated that
they viewed their word associations as instrumental acts
which were sometimes reinforced by shock omission. These
Ss reported developing a number of different hypotheses
as to the relationship between the content, or sequence
of their associations and shock; many reported that they
eventually simply gave up trying to determine the correct
relationship. It was noted above that none of these Ss
evidenced conditioning.

Nevertheless, the paradigm was

actually that of classical conditioning; for as the Ss in
Groups I, II, and IV were able to determine, shock followed
the S's word associations to the CS without respect to

behavior. On the basis of traditional learning theory
(Pavlov, 1927» Guthrie, 1935) one would expect that
classical conditioning would result in the incremental
acquisition of a response as a function of contiguous
CS-TJCS pairings, or reinforced trials. This prediction
is not borne out by the data obtained. For, although
Groups II and III received exactly the same number and
sequence of CS-UCS pairings, Group III Ss (all rated as
unaware) did not give any sign of conditioning while
Group II Ss evidenced very rapid conditioning. The
results of the extinction procedure are also difficult
to interpret in terms of traditional learning theory.
For Groups I and II evidenced almost immediate extinction
of autonomic activity upon being Informed that they were
to receive no further shocks; whereas Group IV Ss, who
were not so informed, gave no indication that these
responses had extinguished.

These results support the findings of Chatterjee
and Eriksen (1962), and Fuhrer and Baer (1965)* who report
that accurate post-experimental verbalization of stimulus
contingencies was associated with conditioned autonomic
response differentiation. Further in line with the results
of these studies, Group III Ss were unable to accurately
state the stimulus contingencies and did not evidence
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conditioned heart rate or vasomotor response differentia
tion. Thus, given the limitations of the particular
conditioning paradigm utilized here, it would appear that
awareness of stimulus relationships is a necessary aspect
of autonomic conditioning.
The question does not appear to be one of whether
learning without awareness is possible. Such a general
statement leads immediately to rather serious difficulties*
For we know that animals as low in the phylogenetic scale
as Planaria (Thompson and McConnell, 1955) and Silkworms
(Lobashev and Nikitina, 1951) are able to learn simple
habits*

It seems obvious that there is a serious

definitional problem to be solved, if nawarenessn is held
to be a necessary precondition for all learning. Further
more, if one accepts the recent work of the Russians on
interoceptive conditioning cited by Razran (1961), the
evidence indicates that conscious perception by the S of
the CS-TJCS relation is not necessary*

Hefferline (1959) has also reported the
instrumental conditioning of an involuntary thumb twitch
in Ss who were both unable to verbalize the relationship
between this response and the reinforcer and incapable
of voluntarily reproducing the response.
The trend in present-day learning theory seems
to be toward a multiplication of the number of recognized

forms of learning. In keeping with, this trend a number of
writers have proposed that certain types of learning occur
without awareness and other types only with awareness*
Razran, for example, would divide learning into
two broad classes, perceptual and nonperceptual. He
asserts:
That the chief determinant of the division
is the presence or absence of perceived relations
between stimuli and reaction involved in learning,
rather than the mere nature and history of the
stimulus and reaction per se. Conditioning with
perceived relationship is neither 'mere
conditioning1 or 'conditioning plus1 but
something else: it is relational or perceptual
learning (1955* PP^ 91, 92).
Evidence in support of this distinction between
perceptual and non-perceptual learning has been reported
by Grings and co-workers. Grings et al. (1962) attempted
to determine the effects of varying interstimulus intervals
upon GSR conditioning in mental defectives. This parameter
was found to effect conditioning within the intervals
presented. With these Ss, first GSR discrimination was

found to be an increasing function of the number of
differential reinforcements. A similar investigation
(Lockhart and Grings, 196i|.) of the influence of CS-UCS
interval variation on GSR discrimination conditioning was
later conducted on college Ss. In this experiment maximum
GSR discrimination in all interval conditions occurred
after only two differential reinforcements. The authors
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speculate that while the GSR of the mental defectives
represented a conditioned discrimination In the usual
sense, GSR behavior of the college Ss represented a
response to an Immediately developed perception of
stimulus relations. More simply, the authors maintain
that the mental defective attained "perception through
conditioning" while the college Ss showed "conditioning
like behavior through perception."
Further evidence that relevant learning principles
may vary as a function of developmental, or intellectual
level, is presented by a number of Russian investigators*
Investigations reported by Ivanov-Smolensky (1951) and
Lubovsky (1959) Indicate that normals are able to verbalize
the connection between stimuli and responses after only a
few repetitions, whereas mentally retarded Ss are unable
to do so even after a long series of repetitions.
Khomskaya and Martslnovskaya (1957) report that severely
retarded Ss, who had already conditioned motor responses,
were often not only unable to give a correct verbal account
of the connections they had developed, but could not even
replace the conditioned motor reactions with corresponding
verbal responses.
Investigations of learning during different stages
of child development by Vigotsky (1927) and Paramonova
(1953) indicate that up to the age of approximately three

years the Infant, adapts to his environment through the
development of a number of non-verbally mediated motor
responses. These motor responses are gradually effected
with the aid of verbal symbols which initially follow
the activity. According to these authors the verbal
system with increasing Intellectual development gradually
becomes the most important determinant of behavior.
Luria (1957) has synthesized a number of Russian
studies on this topic and has formulated an interesting
conceptualization of learning in normal adults. In some
respects his approach parallels that of Razran (1955)*
however, while Razran writes of perceptual vs. nonperceptual learning, Luria describes human learning in
terms of regulation of motor activity by the verbal
system. Essentially, Luria maintains that with the
development of language systems, human learning may most
fruitfully be conceptualized as a form of problem-solving
activity in which verbal processes are of fundamental
importance. The following statement is representative of
this positions
In normal activity, previously acquired
verbal connections play an active orienting role
in the formation of new connections; in this
process, language abstracts the essential
significant elements, systematizes past
experience, and, in certain cases, can, as it
were, rim ahead and establish new systems of
connections before these have been formed in
action (1957» p. 125)*
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Instances have often been reported in the
literature where an apparently newly conditioned response
is formed or extinguished almost immediately (Cook and
Harris, 1937; Mowrer, 1938? Notterman et al., 1952;
Branca, 1957; Chatterjee and Eriksen, 1962; Lockhart and
Grings, 196J+; Fuhrer and Baer, 1965). The results of
this experiment support these findings, and further
indicate that verbal processes included in the S's
conscious perception of stimulus relationships, play a
most important role in controlling these "conditioned"
responses. Thus the conditioning and extinction of
autonomic responses in this experiment appeared to
coincide with the symbolic representation of relevant
conditioning parameters within the S's awareness. As
a consequence Ss that did not condition were those who
were unable to correctly verbalize the relevant condition
ing parameters due to their viewing the experiment in
terms of an inaccurate cognitive set, i.e., that of
attempting to determine the relationship between shock
and their free associations. Similarly, those Ss who did
not evidence rapid extinction of the conditioned responses
were those who were not informed of shock cessation.
Perhaps the most important implication of the
"verbal-perceptual" interpretation of conditioning is
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that repeated pairing of the conditioning stimuli need not
always precede the establishment of a "conditioned"
autonomic response. For, according to Grings (1965)
and Luria (1959) the necessary occurrence is for the CS
to elicit a verbal association. Thus, repeated CS-UCS
pairings appear to facilitate learning by providing "an
experience which is conducive to Sfs 'catching on' to the
CS-TJCS relation" (Grings, 1965» P» 79)* This verbalperceptual set may function as a mediating response which,
upon presentation of the CS, results in a preparatory
response for receipt of the UCS.
The evidence reviewed in this section Indicates
that both learning with and without awareness have been
effectively demonstrated. Learning without awareness
appears to be most prominent In children and mental
retardates with limited verbal facility; and in normal Ss
where the conditioning stimuli and or responses occur at
a visceral level. However, recent evidence indicates that
a considerable portion of "conditioning" in normal Ss is
accompanied or preceded by an awareness of the CS-UCS
relation. Subjects are not only aware of the CS-TJCS
sequence after repeated pairings, evidence indicates that
Ss utilize conscious processes to draw upon verbalsymbolic representations of past experience which permit
the S to "catch on" to the CS-UCS relation even without

the conditioning stimuli ever having been paired. What is
most needed at this point is the systematic investigation
of the manner in which these verbal-perceptual variables
determine performance in the classical conditioning
experiment. This approach would generate far more
meaningful information than the negative view that such
variables are sources of pseudoconditioning and
contamination, and should be eliminated from any
investigation of conditioning principles*
THE FORM AND RELATIONSHIP OF THE CONDITIONED RESPONSES
CONDITIONED VASOCONSTRICTION
Pilot studies indicated that the vasomotor response
was not consistently affected in any one direction by
either tensing of the arm or hyperventilation.

However,

these investigations did indicate that unless shock was
maintained at a level close to the S's upper subjective
tolerance limit, vasoconstriction would frequently occur
during only about one-half the conditioning trials. The
interaction of shock Intensity and vasoconstriction was
apparently one determinant of the significant within Ss
effect reported in Table III. This effect appears to
reflect the fact that a number of Ss in the three
conditioning groups did not consistently vasoconstrlct

to each of the final five presentations of the CS. As can
be seen in Figures 1 - lj., this effect was of roughly
equivalent frequency across trials, thus conditioned
response magnitude was not significantly lowered for any
one trial. This intermittent fluctuation of conditioned
vasoconstriction has previously been noted by Gottschalk
(191*6).

CONDITIONED CARDIAC ACCELERATION
A number of investigators of heart rate condition
ing have reported contradictory findings as to the
direction of the conditioned response. Notterman et al.,
(1952) have reported conditioned heart rate deceleration
to a shock UCS. Lacey and Smith (1951j.) present evidence
of conditioned heart rate acceleration, while Zeaman and
Wegner (1957) reported finding both effects as a function
of individual Ss. Further investigations by Deane and
Zeaman (1958) indicate a biphasic heart rate response,
acceleration followed by deceleration, in response to
warning signals of aversive stimuli. Nolan (1961) has
reported that, with normal respiration, both accelerative
and decelerative responses occur during the CS-UGS
interval of long-delay conditioning procedures. Smith
(1963) has recently shown that the decelerative CR is
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diminished with increasing degrees of respiratory control,
leaving only a monophasic accelerative CR. Thus, the
evidence indicates that the conditioned heart rate response
immediately (four seconds) following a CS is one of
acceleration. This conclusion is consistent with the
results reported here; for the conditioned cardiac response
for the four beats immediately following CS presentation
was consistently one of acceleration*
THE CORRELATION OF HEART RATE AND DIGITAL VASOCONSTRICTION
A number of investigators (Lacey, 1958* Wenger,
1941; Wenger et al., 1957) have reported surprisingly low
correlations among the various autonomic response
modalities. However, recent evidence indicates that
observed relationships between these responses are the
result of a complex interaction of situational and subject
variables. Lacey et al. (1963) obtained a correlation
between heart rate and palmar conductance of .66 when Ss
were told that they were going to listen to a recorded
anger episode in which peers were involved. When, on the
other hand, the Ss were told that the recording was one
in which a son was expressing anger toward his mother,
the correlation was -.06.
More closely related to the procedure utilized
in this experiment, Davis et al., (1955) extensively

investigated the effects of various sensory stimuli on
somato-visceral reactivity. Aversive sensory stimuli were
found to result in sympathetic activation which produces
an initial cardiac acceleration, vasoconstriction, smaller
pressure pulse, and increased diastolic pressure. These
effects are followed in a second phase by continued
vasoconstriction, larger pressure pulse, heart rate
deceleration and increased systolic as well as diastolic
pressure. The positive correlations between heart rate
acceleration and vasoconstriction observed in this
experiment correspond to the phase one pattern described
by Davis. Given the relatively brief interval immediately
following presentation of the CS, during which heart rate
was recorded, the correlations reported in Table IX are in
the expected direction*
One further comment on the utilization of
conditioned heart rate and digital vasoconstriction seems
warranted at this point.

As can be seen in Figures 2 - 5

vasoconstriction appears to be a more reliable index of
the conditioning process than heart rate. It is rather
surprising that few conditioning studies have utilized
this response, for it Is relatively unaffected by many
incidental stimuli that affect other autonomic response
measures. However, the need for further research into

/

the factors which result in the apparent unreliability
of this conditioned response in some Ss is also indicated

SUMMARY
The experiment, a modification of the Chatterjee
and Eriksen (1962) design* attempted to manipulate the
S's verbaiizable awareness of the relevant conditioning
contingencies through the variation of instructional
parameters, in this manner permitting the investigation
of the relationship between awareness and conditioning.
Conditioning of heart rate and digital vasomotor responses
was established by pairing a painful electric shock with
visual presentation of the conditioned stimulus (CS).
The Ss were required to free associate during the eight
and one-half second interval between presentation of the
CS and unconditioned stimulus (TJCS). The stimulus list
consisted of the CS and eleven other neutral word stimuli.
The entire list was randomly presented during each trial
block.
Four groups composed of eleven Ss each were run.
Group 1 Ss were instructed that the presentation of one
word would always be followed by shock, but no other words
in the stimulus list would be shocked. Group II Ss were
told that one word would be shocked following each
presentation, and the remaining words would be followed
by one shock each. Group III Ss were told that the shocks
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would be randomly presented. Group IV Ss received the
same Instructions as Group II, however, they were presented
with a list of seven neutral stimuli and one CS presented
In ten trial blocks rather than the twelve stimuli and
seven trial blocks presented to the other three groups.
All groups, except Group IV, were Informed that the shock
would be turned off at the beginning of the extinction
procedure. The extinction list consisted of the CS (boat)
five words semantically related to boat, and five words
semantically unrelated to boat. At the end of the
extinction procedure the Ss were given a questionnaire
designed to assess their ability to recall the CS-UCS
sequence.
All subjects in Groups I, II, and IV were rated to
be aware of the relationship between boat and shock.

All

Group III Ss were found to be unaware of this relationship.
Conditioned heart rate and digital vasoconstriction
occurred only in those Ss rated as "aware". The
conditioned responses extinguished almost Immediately
upon the Ss being informed of shock cessation. This was
not the case with Group TV Ss, who were not so informed
and consequently did not evidence extinction. Conditioned
vasoconstriction did not generalize along the stimulus
dimension of semantic relatedness*
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The hypothesis that only those Ss able to correctly
verbalise the CS-UCS sequence would evidence autonomic
conditioning was confirmed. These results were interpreted
as being consistent with a theoretical viewpoint that
treats human classical conditioning as a perceptualproblem solving activity involving complex verbal
processes*

APPENDIX A
ORDER OP PRESENTATION OP DIPPERENT
STIMULUS WORDS DURING CONDITIONING
AND EXTINCTION PHASES

Serial No* Stimulus Serial No* Stimulus Serial No* Stimulus
of Stimuli
Word
of Stimuli
Word
of Stimuli
Word

1

Rich

2

Child

3

Tree

k

19

Child

37

Bird

20

Bird

38

Paper

X

21

Sky

39

House

Paper

X

22

House

*

ko

Rich

X

5

Blue

#

23

Soft

X

1*1

Soft

X

6

Alone

21*

Blue

•1*2

Boat

*

7

House

25

Bird

1*3

Sky

8

Bird

26

Child

*

1*1*

Alone

9

Boat

«

27

Soft

X

1*5

Blue

10

Soft

X

28

Blue

1*6

Peace

11

Sky

29

Alone

1*7

Child

*

12

Peace

30

Boat

1*8

Tree

X

13

Paper *x

31

Sky

1*9

Peace

34

Alone

32

House

50

Paper

15

Rich

X

33

Peace

51

Bird

16

Tree

X

31*

Paper

X

52

Rich *x

17

Boat

*

35

Rich

X

53

Blue

18

Peace

36

Tree #

X

51*

Alone

X

71*

•»

X

X

75

Serial No* Stimulus Serial No, Stimulus Serial No* Stimulus
of Stimuli
Word
of Stimuli
Word
of Stimuli
Word

55

Child

56

Boat

57

Tree

58

73

Soft

X

91

Dress

*

71+

Sky

»

92

Ship

X

75

Tree

X

93

Boat

Sky

76

Peace

91+

Vessel x

59

Soft *x

77

Child

95

Nature

60

House

78

Alone

*

96

Money

61

Tree

X

79

Rich

X

97

Industry

62

Bird

*

80

Blue

98

Sail

63

Soft

X

81

Boat

99

Pace

61*

Alone

82

Bird

100

Wave

65

Paper

83

House

101

Boat

66

Sky

81+

Paper

X

102

Honey x

House

85

Pace

1

103

. 67
68

Boat

69

X•

86

Sea

Blue

87

Wave

70

Blue

71
72

#

«•

x

x

Sea
*

104

Ship

X

105

Nature

88

Industry

106

Dress

Peace

89

Plot

107

Vessel x

Child

90

Sail

108

Plot

1. Extinction Procedure Starts Here.
* Shock Followed the Presentation of These Words.
x These Words Were Omitted from the Stimulus List
Presented to Group IV.
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